
Smart & social 
The use of social media in Thailand is exponential. 
Three of the top five apps used each month are social/
messaging, and Facebook and Line dominate. 
Two thirds of BBC Thai FB users found news through 
their newsfeed, a third from visiting the FB page.

Audience insight
Top 5 smartphone 
apps 
1. Line 
2. Facebook 
3. Youtube 
4. Facebook Messenger 
5. Google maps

Constraints 
• The algorithmic nature 

of Facebook lacks of 
editorial control. 

• API capabilities vary 
from platform to 
platform 

• We want new platform 
propositions, not new 
editorial propositions 
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Themes to consider 
• How can we help current BBC Thai Facebook 

users migrate to a fuller, interactive BBC service? 
• How might BBC Thai content feature in users’ 

social media experiences whilst complementing 
the existing BBC Thai Facebook offer? 



Gamer generation 
Mobile gaming is big in Thailand. 51% of 16–35 year 
old Thai smartphone users play games on their devices 
daily, so it’s become part of their regular routine.

Audience insight
Top free games 
(Thailand) 

Top paid games 
(Thailand)
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Themes to consider 
• How might BBC Thai News content consumption 

be gamified? 
• How would we tie consuming news into the 

gaming part of their daily routine? 
• How do we ensure data costs are kept low 

throughout this



Hard news (most popular post) 
The most popular post on the BBC Thai Facebook Page 
was a breaking news video of the Bangkok shrine 
bombing. This shows just how increasingly important 
our role is in providing urgent and impartial news to 
Thai citizens. 

Content insight
Post stats
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Themes to consider 
• How can we be sensitive to serious content whilst 

ensuring the experience is still engaging? 
• How do we ensure important breaking news 

makes it through to the audience that relies on us? 
• How do we make the design dynamic and exiting 

for younger audiences, but also work with serious 
content and convey the reputation of the BBC



Make it visual 
The top two BBC Thai Facebook posts were videos and 
image galleries - immediately visual posts are proving 
popular.

Content insightThai World Service UX hack

Top Thai YouTube 
channels

Popular on YouTube

Themes to consider 
• Do images or videos mean more than headlines? 
• How does imagery work on less visual stories? 
• How do we then tie into longer form stories?



Facebook insights 
These were our audience’s top favourite/desired 
content for the BBC Thai Facebook page:

Platform insight
Audience favourites 
• Consuming news 

within Facebook 
• BBC Thai impartiality  
• Varied news offer  
• Thai politics, 

international news,  
science and 
technology stories  

• Videos with subtitles 
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Constraints 
• The algorithmic nature 

of Facebook lacks of 
editorial control - we 
have no idea what 
posts are making it to 
our audience.

Themes to consider 
• How do we keep Facebook as a strong secondary 

and complimentary service to the our new Thai 
service, ensuring we keep what is attractive about 
consuming via FB to it users? 

• If we create a new service, how does it work 
alongside Facebook



BBC News websites 
The BBC provides news websites in 28 languages (and 
English, Welsh and Scottish). Those sites are responsive, 
and we know that a growing proportion of our 
audience are using mobile devices to access the 
content (more than 50%). 
We also know that more than 50% of the visitors to 
those news sites start their user journey at a story page.

Platform insight
What’s possible on 
BBC News platforms 
• BBC News sites 

use modern web 
technologies – most 
things are possible.

What’s not possible 
on BBC News 
platforms 
• Much like the rest of 

the web, the BBC is 
moving away from 
Flash. Stick to html5
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Themes to consider 
• If a user gets to our site, how do we convince 

them the content is worth engaging with? 
• How do we indicate peer approval to engage our 

audience with the content?


